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Who Is Grey Matter?
Grey Matter is an independent software license and services provider with over 34 years of 

experience in the technology industry. We have built our strong reputation on the quality and 

breadth of the advice and expertise that we supply.

With direct relationships that span over 400 publishers, we help over 4,000 companies 

annually to refine their digital infrastructure and bring their businesses into the modern era of 

technology, with solutions that are right for them. We focus on providing the best software and 

licensing advice to ensure customers have the right software for their needs and that it is 

correctly architected, licensed, installed and supported.

Grey Matter Services builds on this solid foundation of software and licensing experience, trust 

and expertise, by providing clients with comprehensive strategy roadmaps to help optimise their 

businesses. So, whether you’re taking your first steps into the cloud, or need help maximising the 

potential of your current cloud-based services and applications, Grey Matter Services can help.

As a long-standing partner to publishers like Microsoft, Barracuda, Oracle and Veeam, rest 

assured that we can provide you with the software and platforms that you need to help your 

business grow and prosper.
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Grey Matter + Big Data
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Grey Matter is an experienced value added reseller of industry leading databases such 

as Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft SQL Azure, Oracle Database, Oracle MySQL and others, 
all of which are very much part of the Big Data landscape. We also provide an excellent range 

of third party tools for database architects, developers and administrators as well as data 

scientists and business users for BI purposes.

The data professionals we serve increasingly need to work with data sources that include a mix 
of both relational and NoSQL database types within complex multiplatform environments. The 

businesses they support are also demanding the ability to work with data aggregated from 

disparate sources in real time without compromising the performance of their transactional 
systems. This creates a variety of challenges for our customers, which we understand. It’s our 

mission to help our customers deliver solutions using products from our broad catalogue and 
growing range of services.

Big Data is one of the drivers behind the systems modernisation projects many of our customers 
are working on. We have recently launched a tech blog called Code Matters which is structured 

around the key elements of today's modernisation projects. We will be engaging with industry 
experts to tackle the subject of Big Data in order to assist customers looking for advice and 

solutions. Other topics include BI, geospatial, mobile and CRM refresh, all of which are closely 

related to Big Data projects.

https://codematters.online/


Grey Matter Services
Grey Matter Services has a simple mission statement:

“ Putting our customers first, we provide tailored IT solutions and services that empower 

organisations to exceed their business goals.”

Grey Matter Services helps business to get the most from cloud technologies such as Azure so 

that they can scale faster and more efficiently to meet demand and deliver more, whilst also 

saving time and money. Able to offer expert advise on the best cloud and hybrid solutions to 

meet individual needs, we offer a range of transformational migration, re-architecture and 

security services. 

These services include:
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-Cloud migration

-Migration and deployment

-Hybrid infrastructure and identity integration

-Solution design

-Health checks

-Backup and disaster recovery

-Security

-Admin and end user training

-Cognitive and AI integration

-Bing Maps integrations

-Application delivery, design and re-architecture



Who Do We Work With?
We work with businesses of all sizes, enabling them to be more successful by offering the right 
solutions to be more agile, more productive, and protected against threats to security and 
continuity - for today and tomorrow.

Our enterprise customers include:

- All 10 of the UK’s Top 10 universities (these include Cambridge, Oxford, Durham, College 
London and St Andrews).

- AO

- Commerzbank AG

- Positive Solutions Ltd

- BMW Financial Services Group

- Moneybarn

Based across the UK, Ireland and Europe.

In the following slides, read more about what our customers think of us.
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Purcell Radio Systems Ltd develop and deploy software and mobile app

solutions surrounding task management and auditing for their clients. They have
been providing this service to one of their biggest clients, the NHS, since 1998.

Challenge
Prompted by their clients to start hosting their software on the

cloud, Purcell Radio were looking for a way to deliver their

application leveraging a SaaS delivery model—which would offer

scalability and greater speed—without changing their underlying

architecture.

Solution
Architect a new Azure environment based on a SaaS solution,

which enabled Purcell Radio to easily keep their clients up to date

with the latest versions of software, and provide comprehensive

remote support.

❝…having Grey Matter as a partner has really helped to make the

process much easier than it would have otherwise been.❞

Shawn Foster—Purcell Radio Systems Ltd
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Red Cloud are the thought leaders behind the evolution of the use of the mobile
to enable anyone with a handset to use finance easily and safely at low cost.

Challenge
Limited ability to scale their existing on premises environment to
support their customer base across 33 countries without
significant investment required in over provisioning.

Solution
Migrate their environment to Microsoft Azure and use Scale Sets
functionality with a custom image, to increase available resource
when traffic spikes and reduce when requests decrease.
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Visia Software Ltd develop software that has been specifically designed to help

organisations working with victims of domestic and sexual violence.

Challenge
Needed a cost saving alternative to their current IaaS Azure solution.

They were also looking for a managed service to reduce the burden

of maintenance responsibilities.

Solution
Migrate the current IaaS Azure solution to a PaaS Azure solution. 

This move cut costs, transferred many maintenance responsibilities 

over to Grey Matter to allow a better end user experience for Visia’s 

clients.

❝…Grey Matter Services offered Visia Software a level of expertise in 
Azure that allowed us to optimise our software and make use of 

scalability….We would recommend Grey Matter Services to any 
organisation considering using Microsoft Azure.❞

Mitch Thraves—Visia Software Ltd.
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Thousands of companies around the world depend on Rocket to solve their
most challenging business problems. Rocket help them run their critical
infrastructure, business processes, and data, as well as extending the value of
these assets to take advantage of cloud and mobile computing, advanced
analytics and other future innovations.

Challenge
A customer project required the underlying infrastructure to be
agile in terms of scaling in operation and delivery, as well as offer
high availability in application accessibility.

Solution

Grey Matter Services created a solution that deployed Rocket’s 
application to Azure App Service, which applied horizontally 
scaling policies based upon demand – directly addressing Rocket’s 
need to have an agile, scalable environment. 

Within this solution, deployment slots functionality was also 
employed to speed up the deployment process and the financially 
backed SLA of 99.95% provided assurances in application 
availability. 
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Vardells has been supplying EPOS Systems for some 30 years and in that 

time has built up a number of longstanding, loyal customers for whom the 
Vardells Retailer System has been developed.

Challenge

Modernising their current Exchange 2007 environment to be more 

efficient and cost effective.

Solution

Migrating to a hybrid environment with Office 365, whereby they 

benefitted from cost and time savings as well as a more flexible 

online working environment.

❝…I would not hesitate to recommend Grey Matter to anyone and we 
will be using them for a long time to come.❞

Neil Beadman—Systems Support manager, Vardells Ltd.



Telephone

+44 (0) 1364 654 100

Website

www.greymatter.co.uk

www.cloudknowhow.co.uk


